The theme for this edition includes an update about ANDS’ partnership with RDS and Nectar, as well as a host of other stories about aligned infrastructure across the sector. Open APIs are also in scope with speakers and group discussion. The role of funders in improving data for research with health policy impact. A great opportunity to explore each of the FAIR principles. ANDS is running a new FAIR resource. New iteration of Humanities Network Collections’ 2015. The principles have since received a lot of attention. For discussion about what ANU education might be like – 2067: Let’s look 50 years ahead and think through this.

Events and activities

• The Australian National Data Service
  • Open research
  • SINSUOUS OBJECTS
  • A BARK BUT NO BITE
  • Diversifying Research Funding: Improving ANU Innovation Institutes
  • Harassment in HDR Supervision
  • National code of practice for providers of University depicted a hostile encounter: a Puritan’s musket...